YOU ARE IN CONTROL (D) 4/4 T=120

Intro/Transition: { | D | } 2x

D

VERSE
YOU ARE MY SHEPHERD, I HAVE NO NEEDS.
D
YOU LEAD ME BY PEACEFUL STREAMS,
G    A7sus    D
AND YOU REFRESH MY LIFE.

D

VERSE II
YOU HOLD MY HAND, AND YOU GUIDE MY STEPS,
D
I COULD WALK THROUGH THE VALLEY OF DEATH,
G    A7sus    D
AND I WON'T BE AFRAID.

G    A7sus    D

CHORUS
BECAUSE YOU ARE IN CONTROL.
G    A7sus    D    G    A7sus    D
YOU ARE IN CONTROL. YOU ARE IN CONTROL.
G    Asus    D
YOU ARE IN CONTROL.

C                                        G    D

BRIDGE
YOU CAUSE EVERYTHING TO WORK TOGETHER.
C                                        G    D
YOU TRULY HAVE A SOVEREIGN PLAN.
Em    D2/F#    G    Em    D2/F#    G2
AND YOU KNOW WHO I AM, AND YOU MADE WHO I AM,
Em    D2/F#    G
AND YOU LOVE WHO I AM.